
SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) is a technology that 

allows you to make and receive calls using an IP 

connection, rather than a traditional ISDN line.  

It is fast becoming the standard technology, providing 

more �exibility, reducing costs, maximising 

investments and leveraging your IP infrastructure. 

What is a SIP?

NGSIP

It’s been reported that 2.3 million SIP trunks have been 

sold and there are 2 million ISDN channels to be 

changed out for SIP Trunks of hosted appilications. With 

BT turning o� ISDN by 2025. 

For any business looking to move premises, change or 

upgrade data connectivity or replace their telephone 

system but at a cost reduction yet still deliver remote 

working and �exibility SIP is the natural choice.  ISDN is a 

one dimension application, restrictive, expensive to 

deploy and as such faces increasing competition from 

easy-to-use, �exible and scalable SIP Trunking.

The bene�ts of SIP are easy to understand and clear. SIP 

has far more bene�ts than ISDN; more �exibility, 

reliability and value. Businesses that fail to replace and 

migrate from ISDN will become progressively 

disadvantaged in terms of service quality,  �exibility, 

responsiveness and pro�tability.

Not all SIP service providers are the same - application 

access, features and most important platform reliability 

are di�erent. SIP can’t work without a data connection, 

one of the choices to consider is the right access 

network.

Start taking advantage of VoIP communications

Great Call Quality

Stable & Reliable

Instant Provisioning

Why SIP over ISDN?

S IP

Sound quality is improved through our 

engineered core network & use of the 

latest codecs.

Years of core up time is expected and 

delivered by careful engineering & a 

team dedicated to delivery.

Need more voice channels? Want to 

order 100 London numbers? Get them 

instantly via our portal.

ISDN Replacement
ISDN metwork to turn o� by 2025 - the 

ben�ts of SIP over ISDN are clear; more 

�exibility, reliability and value.



Auto Failover & E�ective Disaster 

Recovery

In the event of disruptions SIP makes the 

process quicker and easier - calls can 

immediately be re-routed to any other 

location, back-up site or phone.

The lack of legacy integration meant no compromise to our SIP network.  Use our network to deliver calls and 

services when and how you want them. Plus, logic within our network responds and protects to changes from 

either loss of service or outage. 

As the withdrawal of ISDN has been announced, voice networks move more and more towards SIP.  It is the cost 

e�ective alternative to ISDN and delivers far more bene�ts than ISDN.  

The Bene�ts of SIP

Why NG Experts:

•        End-to-end managed IT & Telecom service solutions tailored to your speci�c business requirements

•        On-demand access to the latest cutting-edge, enterprise level technology and expert technical support

•        Delivering �exible, reliable solutions to help your business maximise its potential

•        Going the extra mile to support our clients & deliver outstanding customer service

•        Get the support when you need it

Rapid Deployment & Easy to use

Rapid and simple set up gets you up and 

running much quicker than ISDN.  

Converged Voice & Data 

Network

Centralise your PSTN access. Use a single 

network for high quality voice & data 

reducing cost yet increasing functionality 

& bringing modern day �exibility to voice.

Reliability

Spread across secure, geo-redundant data 

centres ensures the highest levels of 

reliability. 

Scalability

Grow or shrink the number of extenions as 

required on demand - something not 

possible with ISDN.  Capacity can be added 

without any need to install physical lines.

Fraud Detection & Prevention

Our SIP products have built-in fraud 

detection. Protection against fraud is a core 

part of our services - a free market leading 

service as no one should bene�t from fraud.

Use Local Numbers

SIP’s not geographically dependent, if you 

move premises keep the same number. 

Telephone area codes can be used 

anywhere in the UK, as long as you have an 

internet connection.

Signi�cant Cost Savings

Rationalising ISDN reduces complexities, 

increases e�ciencies and simpli�es your 

infrastructure. Consolidate SIP trunks and your 

network connectivity costs by getting both 

from us. Plus, get free internal calls.
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